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Product modification of the UK 10.3-HESI and UK 10.3-CC HESI fuse terminal blocks
Please forward this information to your electrotechnical departments!

Dear Sir or Madam

The fuse terminal blocks of the UK 10.3-HESI and UK 10.3-CC HESI series have
comprehensively been optimized. The substantial changes are explained on the basis of the
pictures enclosed (see below).

The technical data of the terminal blocks as well as their approvals will not change.

As of the beginning of July, the products with the new production status will be delivered.

Enclosed please find the products which you purchased in the past.
Do you have any questions or requests? You are welcome to contact us, our support engineer
or our sales team in Blomberg

We thank you for your understanding and are looking forward to a continuously successful
cooperation.

Yours faithfully

PHOENIX CONTACT Deutschland GmbH

i. A.

Sales marketing
Olaf Isendahl
July 2013



Enclosure

Previous production status New production status

Improved cooling through changed and additional vents

Only two instead of three recesses for the mechanical connection/blocking of terminal blocks

Improved snap-on mechanism for the removal of the terminal block from the DIN rail



Previous production status New production status

Newly designed fuse swing lever mechanism. Black color instaed of grey

Inscription with additional warning.
As regards types with light indicators, now LEDs gleam black when they are not driven

(previously red)
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